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The whole idea of the 8-minute exercise goes against conventional wisdom. And it is true - unless you follow an 8-hour diet, in this case 8 minutes, the first thing in the morning, is everything you need to rev your metabolism and torch calories. The reason is that unlike the average American who enjoys
24-7, you have started a diet program that you are eating the way you want, but strict, eight-hour windows every day. Most of the calorie value of the food you eat is stored in the liver as glycogen. By following an eight-hour diet and not running the liver in a way that Runs Howard Stern's mouth (i.e.
continuously), it gives you the opportunity to burn that glycogen in your body and start burning fat. And it happens regardless of whether you're exercising or not. At the beginning of the day with a little exercise, you can take advantage of it earlier and more effectively in local stores. By exercising before
the first meal, you can boost your metabolism and maximize your body's time to burn fat. Combined with an 8-hour diet, these three simple exercise routines will help you shed fat faster. Combine the intensity up to 16, 24 minutes or 32 minutes routine. But aimed at consistency: it is better to take 8
minutes every day than 32 minutes once or twice a week. Workout 1: Two workout routines (Go 1 and Go 2) these two exercises use their weight to target hard-toned areas such as hips, thighs, arms and shoulders. Perform 8 reps in exercise 1A, followed by 8 reps of 1B. If necessary, take a break and
repeat as many rounds as possible in 8 minutes. Consumes about 16 calories per set. Workout 2: Combined workout intervals (move 3, go 4, go 5, and move 6) these two combo routines and Zap body fat. Perform the first exercise for 60 seconds, then the second exercise for 60 seconds immediately.
Relax for 1 minute. Perform the second round of the same exercise and then rest for another minute. The third round completes an 8-minute intense calorie burn. Exercise 3: 'M Blood Pumper (Move 7 and Go 8) Fast-moving movements run blood and increase your heart rate. Do one exercise once for 20
seconds, and then rest for 20 seconds. Do a second workout for 20 seconds, then rest for 20 seconds. That's one rep. Do have 6 reps. Lose up to 15 pounds in just six weeks with an 8-hour diet. Buy a book! 1. Weight power squat Beth Bischoff stands slightly above the width of his shoulders, slightly
outof the toes forward and slightly beyond his side hand (a). At the same time, push your hips back, shake your arms backwards, lower your body until your thighs are almost parallel to the floor (b). Stop for a moment, then quickly push your body to the starting position, shake your arms over your head
and end the movement of your toes (c). Make it easy: Place the box or chair behind it and squat on the surface every time (without resting your hips on the chair). Pause for a moment and then push your body. Make it difficult: Jump from below. Instead of just standing and squatting. 2. Bucking Hop Beth
Beyoncé is down on all your hands with your hands and knees on the floor. (a). Raise your knees 1 or 2 inches from the floor. Hop your feet to the bottom and right without changing the posture of your waist. (Imagine that you have a virtual line that's jumping.) Immediately hop to the left (b). Keep your
hips and shoulders square through exercise, and continue hopping back and forth. Tip: If you put most of your weight on your shoulder, you can move smoothly from side to side. Make it difficult: Increase the height and distance of each hop. 3. T-Turn Beth Bissov is in a position to push his arms straight
(a). In one movement, lift the right hand, rotate the right side of the body upwards, and rotate upwards until the arm and body form a T(b). Rotate to the left to reverse the movement. Keep your hips and body straight when you rotate. Making it difficult: Perform a push-up between each rotation. 4. Hip
Extension Beth Bisov is lying on her back with her knees bent and her feet flattened on the floor. Place your arms at an angle on both sides and lower your palms (a). Lift your hips and keep them straight from shoulder to knee (b). You can press long for 1-2 seconds. Lower your buttocks to the floor and
repeat. Make it difficult: Place your fingertips on your forehead. 5. Judo push-up Beth Bisov starts with a push-up position, but spreads his feet wide and moves forward to lift his buttocks so that his body can form a (a) almost upside down. Lower the front of the body until the chin is close to the bottom (b).
Straighten your arms, lift your head and shoulders toward the ceiling, lower your hips (c). It's easier to push your ass into an upside-down V.: Simply move back and forth from the upside-down V position to the start push-up position. 6. Duck walk beth bisov stands off with foot butt width. Place your hands
behind your head, burn your elbows, and press your scapula back and forth (a). (b) Squat as far down as possible and walk forward a few steps forward, then back without raising or lowering your hips (c). 7. Plank walk-up Beth Bisov starts with a plank position with a bent elbow and puts weight on the
forearm. Keep your body straight from shoulder to ankle and contract your abs to stabilize your core (a). Without changing your posture (don't sag your hips!), place your left hand on the floor and place your right hand (b). Push the body to the top of the push-up (c). Lower your elbows again and place one
arm in a plank position at a time. Repeat as many times as possible. 8. Speed skater Hopbes Bisov bends his left knee slightly and stands on his left foot with his right foot slightly off the floor. When you lower your body toward the floor, jump from your left leg and tie it to the right. Land on your right foot
and bring your left foot back Right when reaching out to the left-hander (b) outside his right foot. Turn back the movement and land on your left foot. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and is imported to this page so that users can provide an email address. You can find more
information about content similar to this piano.io it happens to the best of us: one day, you feel amazing, suddenly wham, you hit the wall. Whatever it calls a slump,, an insatiable need for exercise inspiration, it is a defeat. So we tapped three leading fitness pros for advice on shaking things up and
making your workout squealing more effective. Don't resign yourself to their advice to a boring exercise. However, a versatile exercise plan is not only armed with the right movement, but also equipment. From super-supportive sports bras to less obvious things like the side of the way, what you keep in
your gym bag can make all the difference. Not sure where to start? Below, each fitness insider shares their tips, tricks, and product choices to ensure vitality in Sunday morning yoga exercises (or other workouts of choice). Boredom suggests focusing on motivational mortality, so to thwart it in your
workout, Ally loves - models, hosts, peloton instructors - and diversity. Think of exercising like a buffet. Be a little strong err at everything and do more of what you love. And if you are following that advice but still need an additional boost, consider what you are wearing and what you use. Dressing parts
can motivate you to play a role. When you're comfortable without compromising your style or functionality, it's really added to my game. Should she? Do Ultra Clear Baldox Deodorant Dry Spray Black &amp; White ($5). It's an invisible product that makes you look, smell, and ultimately feel good, especially
when you need to run from the studio to a meeting. Another trick to draw your routine? Dogpound founder, owner and CEO Kirk Myers says working with friends always puts extra pressure on them. You know that you are not alone, and also add some competition to the mix. Once you've found your go-to
gym partner, incorporate the pairing of two different moves - think of bench presses and pull-ups - to your sweat sesh. Doubling the system is a sure way to shock and amplify your workouts. It increases strength and limits rest periods, pushing people past the limits they've become accustomed to, Myers
explained, adding that proper nutrition is also a game changer. Make sure you have the right gym equipment in your hand, too. I don't attack the gym without resistance bands. It's a versatile piece of equipment that supports muscle building and fat loss, he added. Nicole Winhofer, the creator of the NW
method, gets bored really fast. As a solution, [the movement I teach] changes each lesson. Workouts, new music, and new muscle sets are being targeted. And while you can exercise your body, don't play down how important the mental ingredients are when it comes to achieving inspiration and
maximum results. Maintaining body speculation is important for muscles, mind, heart and spirit, she added. Michela Butignol/Vidi feeling motivates you to restock your gym bag? Shop these degree necessities at the destination. Target.
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